STRATEGOS

Master of Science on Engineering Technologies for Strategy and Security,
Modelling, Simulation, Data Analysis, AI/IA for Strategies on Operations and Systems

Internship, Thesis, Seminars, Workshops & Summer Stages

STRATEGOS Internship

Credits: 40

Schedule & Timetable:

6 Months on the 2nd Semester of 2nd Year

Description:

STRATEGOS Students will be enrolled into an Internship all along the 2nd Semester of 2nd Year within a Company, an International Lab, an Institution or an Agency. The STRATEGOS Patrons and Partners will meet the Students along the year in Social Events and Workshops and will conduct specific Interviews with them. Based on Student ranking, interview results, Company and Student Preferences the STRATEGOS Council will assign the Students to the different Internship Opportunities.

Internship Experience is expected to last for 6 months and to produce a Project Work developed in the Hosting Company/Institution under a joint supervision of an Internal Tutor and STRATEGOS Faculty Member.

The objective is to train the STRATEGOS Student into developing a Strategic Engineering Project within a real environment operating within a Company, Institution or International Lab.
STRATEGOS Thesis

Credits: 8

Schedule & Timetable:

2nd Semester of 2nd Year

Description:

STRATEGOS Students will develop a Thesis to be defended in front of STRATEGOS Thesis Committee at the end of the MSc Program. The Thesis will be supervised by at least one STRATEGOS Faculty Member and a co-advisor from the Hosting Company, Institution or International Lab. The Thesis will be developed, in consistency and respect of IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) and Confidentiality, from the Project Work carried out during the Internship.

The Defense will be public and it will include a short presentation, demonstration and discussion.
STRATEGOS Workshops

Special Specific Special Credits of each Workshop, for details please check:
Credits: www.itim.unige.it/cs/strategos/program.html#workshops

Schedule & Timetable:

Going along the whole two years Program; for details please check:
www.itim.unige.it/cs/strategos/program.html#workshops

Description:

STRATEGOS Workshop address multiple issues as proposed in the list available on www.itim.unige.it/strategos and are devoted to provide special experiences and opportunities to our Students. Often STRATEGOS Workshops are carried out in synergy with external experts from Institutions, Companies and Agencies. The Workshops respect the seminars are external to regular STRATEGOS Courses.

Most of the STRATEGOS Workshops are also open to external participation from people of Companies and Institutions; in this case it is strongly recommended to contact info.strategos@diten.unige.it to inform of your attendance at least 10 days in advance in order to guarantee available seats for all.

In Special Cases the STRATEGOS Workshops could result restricted to special audience, for details please check web site or contact info.strategos@diten.unige.it.

Each STRATEGOS Workshop will include an assessment and will provide a certificate to people successfully completing it; special credits will be provided to attendees.
STRATEGOS Seminars

Special  Internal Part of Credits of the Associated Course as in
Credits:  www.itim.unige.it/cs/strategos/program.html#workshops

Schedule & Timetable:

Going along the whole two years Program; for details please check:
www.itim.unige.it/cs/strategos/program.html#workshops

Description:

STRATEGOS Seminar address multiple issues within courses and a list is available on www.itim.unige.it/strategos. The Seminars respect the Workshops are internal parts of Courses and allow to investigate special aspect often thanks to the support of top experts from Institutions, Companies and Agencies.

STRATEGOS Seminar are public as all University Lectures in any case, if external resources plan to attend it is strongly recommended to contact info.strategos@diten.unige.it to inform of your attendance, at least 10 days in advance, in order to guarantee available seats.

Each STRATEGOS Seminar includes an assessment and provides a certificate to people successfully completing it.
STRATEGOS Summer Stages (Optional)

**Special Credits:** Specific Special Credits based on Duration and Type of Experience as defined by STRATEGOS Council during Stage Activation

**Schedule & Timetable:**

*From 3 to 6 weeks during June, July and/or September of 1st Year*

**Description:**

STRATEGOS Students could decide, optionally, to be part of a Summer Stage Experience for 3-6 weeks during June, July and/or September of their 1st Year.

STRATEGOS Summer Stages will be offered by Companies, Institutions and/or International Labs and Agencies. The STRATEGOS Patrons and Partners will select the potential candidates based on meetings with the Students in Social Events and Workshops and they will conduct specific Interviews with people interested to the proposed experience. Based on Student ranking, interview results, Company and Student Preferences the STRATEGOS Council will assign the Students to the different Summer Stage Opportunities.

Summer Stages are expected to last for up to 6 weeks and to be carried out on the field, on specific projects, programs or initiatives and will be supervised by an Internal Tutor and STRATEGOS Faculty Member.

The objective is to train the STRATEGOS Student into the field and to acquire experiences from real problems.

STRATEGOS Summer Stages are an option for Students and it should be considered a privilege to be selected for them.